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This book covers the key technologies associated with the physical
transmission of data on fifth generation (5G) mobile systems. Following
an overview of these technologies, a high-level description of 3GPP’s
mobile communications standard (5G NR) is given and it is shown how
the key technologies presented earlier facilitate the transmission of
control data and very high-speed user data. In the final chapter, an
overview and the physical layer aspects of 5G NR enabled Fixed
Wireless Access (FWA) networks is presented. This book is intended for
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those practicing engineers and graduate and upper undergraduate
engineering students who have an interest in 3GPP’s 5G enabled mobile
and or FWA networks and want to acquire, where missing, the
necessary technology background in order to understand 3GPP’s
physical layer specifications and operation. Provides a comprehensive
covering of key 3GPP 5G NR physical layer technologies, presented in a
clear, tractable fashion, with sufficient mathematics to make it
technically coherent; Addresses all key 5G NR technologies, including
digital modulation, LDPC and Polar coding, multicarrier based multiple
access techniques, and multiple antenna techniques including MIMO
and beamforming; Presents an overview of 5G NR Radio Access
Network (RAN) architecture and a detailed understanding of how user
and control data is transported in the physical layer by the application
of the technologies presented; Provides an overview and addresses
physical layer aspects of 5G NR enabled Fixed Wireless Access
networks.


